Looking towards my future
James hopes to finish the year on a good note. It was a turning
point for the 16 year old when his school’s year level coordinator
suggested the MAP Program: “I had failed Year 10 before, and
it looked as though this year, I wasn’t going to pass again, and I
didn’t want that to happen.”
James’ commitment certainly shone through during his
admission interview for the MAP Program. Student commitment
is an important requirement for admission into MAP, as it affirms
that the student is willing to take personal responsibility for their
education.
Like many young people in IMVC’s reengagement and outreach
programs, James has faced profound personal and social barriers
in his endeavour to succeed in education. James has moved
from school to school, and he often absented himself from class.
School was “aggravating” for him, and he felt that his educational
ability was below that of his peers: “There are a lot of gaps in
my education, and the teachers at school just didn’t have the
patience for me.”
Only two months into the MAP Program, and there’s been a
significant shift in James’ outlook. “I haven’t missed a day, and
I’m learning a lot in class, lots of career stuff. It’s different to other
programs I’ve tried in the past – they didn’t really motivate the
group, so we didn’t achieve much.”
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It appears that James is also benefitting from the approach of
the MAP trainers, “Arti and Prue are really colourful people, unlike
my school teachers who were ‘black and white’. They encouraged
and showed me that there is more than one way of doing things.”
The MAP Program places strong emphasis not just on the
development of literacy and numeracy skills, but also in “real
world” learning. Through the program, James was given the
opportunity to undertake a Business and IT work placement.
The organisation enjoyed having James in every Wednesday for
five weeks. Louise Barrett, Workplace Learning Project Officer,
says “James was more than happy to listen to instructions; he
was focussed and applied himself to tasks. He’s a really creative
individual and has produced some great work.”
The work placement component of the program provides young
people with increased knowledge about training and career
opportunities. “It’s also something that I can put on my resume”,
says James.
Having completed the MAP program, James feels optimistic
about his future. Though he isn’t quite certain about his plans
for next year, James says that if he transitioned back into school,
he would have a more positive attitude. He is also considering
enrolling at TAFE to study either Information Technology, or
pursue his passion for Photography.
The one thing that James is certain about is this: he wants
stability. “I just want a normal life. I want to be able to decide
what’s best for me. When I finally get my own place, I’ll be the
first one in my family to move out by choice - that’s a good
feeling.”
Indeed, James’ turnaround is testimony to the potential and
capacity of young people. It is testimony not only to their
resilience, but also their capacity to engage themselves in
education and society, given the right support, environment and
motivation.
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